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Fremont 
proposed 
as facility 
for arts
By Ken Miller
Staff Writer
A proposal to make the Fre­
mont Theatre a temporary per­
forming arts facility until the one 
at Cal Poly is built was discussed 
Monday at a meeting of the City 
Council.
A performing arts facility 
study by the San Francisco- 
based architecture and urban 
designing firm of Hall, Goodhue, 
Haisley and Barker was submit­
ted to the council. Among its 
proposals was one to make the 
theater on Monterey Street a fa­
cility for performing groups.
The facility would be both 
permanent and temporary, ac­
cording to San Luis Obispo 
Mayor Ron Dunin.
“ For small groups such as 
Children’s Theatre and Little 
Theatre, the facility would be 
permanent because they need 
someplace to work. But for large 
groups that need a large au­
dience, until the 1,500-seat facili­
ty is built at Cal Poly, the Fre­
mont Theatre is the next best 
place,’’ Dunin said.
The primary conclusion of the 
council was that the small 
groups which would want to use 
the Fremont facility have not 
coalesced in the same fashion as 
Cal Poly, the city, and the arts 
foundation have in the Cal Poly 
project.
Dunin said the main problem is 
there are too many groups. 
“ With the Cal Poly project, all 
you have is those three main en­
tities, but with the Fremont pro­
ject, you have all these small 
groups which all want to use the 
facility for their own purposes. 
Not only that, but the groups are 
loose to begin with. Efforts are 
being made to bring these groups 
together, but the council can do 
nothing about it. It is up to the 
groups themselves to come 
together and work out a solu- 
See FREMONT, page 4
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Plant Operations removed some old and battered barbeque pits from Poly Grove early this week. Where they went remains a mystery.
Nicaraguan women helped by group's efforts
By Jeff Blizzard
Staff Writer
Two members of a national organization designed to help women 
in Central American countries said Tuesday that their efforts are 
helping these women overcome financial, educational and medical 
obstacles.
Sally Thomas and Rebecca Denison, members of a national non­
profit organization called Woman to Woman, spoke to a group of 
about 30 people in Chumash Auditorium. The organization is 
dedicated to supporting the women of Central America, especially 
those in El Salvador and Nicaragua, by providing material aid, 
educational programs, and free advisory and legal assistance.
Woman to Woman, which was started in 1984, also works to pro­
mote peace and to raise awareness about the situation of women in 
these countries.
Thomas and Denison each spent two weeks last summer touring 
Nicaragua as part of a group of 10 women from Woman to Woman.
Denison said the group wants to educate people in the United
Iranian and Iraqi stu­
dents say the war be­
tween their countries 
doesn’t reflect their way 
of life or their relation­
ships with one another. 
See INSIGHT, page 5.
IN QUOTES
Be patient: in time even an egg wili walk.
— African proverb
States about the plight of Central American women and to continue 
their efforts to stop the war in Nicaragua backed by the U.S.
“ Nicaraguans should decide what’s right for their country; it 
should be their choice,’’ said Denison, in reference to the United 
States-backed Contras fighting the Sandinistas.
Denison said the United States government wants to portray 
Nicaragua as an isolated, totalitarian regime totally supported by 
the Soviet Union, but that this illusion is untrue.
Both women said that following the overthrow of the Somoza 
regime in 1979, there were positive changes in such areas as health 
care, organized children’s centers, agricultural cooperatives and lit­
eracy programs in the form of neighborhood libraries. They said they 
saw the results of the changes during their tour.
But both said there is more to be done about child care, because 
more than 40 percent of Nicaraguan women are single mothers and 
the raising of children has always been the responsibility of women.
The involvement of Nicaraguan women in discussing and
See NICARAGUA, back page
New technolo2ies to be discussed
Business conference set up
By Danielle Letenyei
Staff Writer
An upcoming conference presented by the School of Business will 
feature top executives from various business sectors of new 
technology such as telecommunciations, biotechnology and new ma­
terial development.
The conference, titled “ Entrepreneurial Management, New 
Technology and New Market Development,’’ will feature keynote 
speaker Herbert Boyer, founder and chief executive officer of the 
pharmaceutical marketing company Genetech, Inc.
“ With the quality of people we have, we feel that it is really going
See CONFERENCE, back page
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How does winter 
weather affect you?
Mike Moran, civil engineering 
sophomore:
I kind of like it sometimes, 
especially when it’s raining. I get 
more studying done. I also like to 
ski, so I like the snow.
“y
Wendy Elliott, human develop­
ment senior:
Í It makes me happy. When it 
 ^ rains it reminds me of when 1 
was little and I’d come home and 
y my mom would have chocolate 
chip cookies waiting for me.
f.
Angele Zwemke, liberal studies 
junior:
It makes me lazy. It makes me 
want to stay home under the 
covers and drink hot chocolate.
She works hard for the money
It seems that just about every 
one I meet asks me, “ Where do 
you work?’’ I guess for some 
people, this question isn’t a pro­
blem. But for me, the question 
always makes me cringe.
It’s not that I’m embarrassed 
about my job — I really like 
working there — it’s just that I 
have the feeling that I should be 
starting to settle down into a real 
job.
So, I go ahead and say, “ I 
work for Festival Cinemas in Ar­
royo Grande!’’ At this point, 
questioners are either impressed, 
and 1 reason that they come from 
a town with a one-screen theater, 
or they are a little put off, pro­
bably because they know that 1 
am a senior in college.
Actually, if it weren’t for a 
couple of minor problems — the 
money, the new owners, the new 
rules, the rude customers — 
everything would be great.
The Money: I’ve been working 
there for two years coming up in 
March. How much money do I 
make? An embarrassing $3.95 
per hour. Can you believe?
The New Owners: Oh, this one 
is a killer. Festival was sold to 
Paramount Pictures a few mon­
ths back. What’s so bad about 
that? Paramount gave Mann 
Theater (as in the Fremont, 
which isn’t the best theater in 
town), control over Festival. Now 
don’t get me wrong, Fremont 
employees. I’m not trying to cut 
you down; I’m just spoiled from 
working at Festival. Anyway, 
Mann is totally changing Festi-
REPORTER’S
NOTEBOOK
Karin Tindall
val to try to make it fit its mold 
and we are about to go crazy!
The New Rules: This part just 
makes me sick. Mann has 
brought in a stack of rules as 
high as a movie screen and 
automatically expects us to 
follow them. You’ve probably 
experienced this kind of “ ad­
justment” at some time in your 
life so you know what I mean. 
Not only don’t we like the rules, 
but we don’t want to change our 
way of doing things. Here are the 
most annoying rules:
Number One: Ticket Tearing — 
After we finally got down the 
system of looking at ticket 
numbers when customers enter a 
theater, Mann has the gall to 
make us not only look at the 
tickets, but tear them too. Now I 
don’t know what our customers 
think about this, but by the nas­
ty comments I pretend not to 
hear. I’d say they think we are 
crazy. Not only that, I think that 
they think we are trying to do it 
just too annoy them. It’s not us, 
I swear.
Number Two: Raises — As of 
last week, we were informed that 
we would no longer receive 
raises.“ You mean to tell me,” I 
said, “ that I’ve been working 
here for almost two years and I
won’t get another raise?” 
“ That’s right,” said my poor 
manager. Mann Theatres expects 
that the turnover rate for 
employees should be about three 
months. No wonder.
Number Three: The latest rule 
is that from now on no employees 
will be admitted into movies dur­
ing the weekend unless they pay. 
“ Are you kidding me?” I asked 
my poor manager “ No!” he said. 
As an employee, you get to see 
any movie any time (except for 
weekends) for free.
Number Four: Rude Customers 
— Don’t need to be explained.
Why do I still work at the the­
ater, you might ask? If I’ve just 
told you all of the things I hate 
about it, why am I still there? 
Well, besides getting to see the 
movies for free, I don’t have too 
many earth-moving reasons. I 
guess the main reason is that 
I’ve made a lot of good friends 
while I’ve been working there. I 
have a lot of friends at work (and 
you all know who you are). Most 
of the employees are family and 
we have a blast working 
together. I guess I like it because 
my life is pretty serious right 
now. And I think that 1 should 
be having fun while I can, 
because in another three 
quarters. I’m going to have to 
step out into the real world and 
start to be semi-serious!!!
Karin Tindall is a journalism 
senior and hopes one day to at­
tend a Pia Zadora film festival.
letters to the editor
Jenna Keefer, graphic com­
munications senior:
It causes me to miss the sum­
mer weather and going to the 
beach. It makes me want to cud­
dle up next to the fireplace with a 
blanket and a glass of wine.
Killing people is no way 
to display patriotism
Daily Insight editor Floyd Jones 
showed very little insight in his Feb. 
23 column, "A peacetime sense of 
duty.” His strange notion that he 
ought to go off to war to kill other 
human beings to show his love for 
his country and create a future of 
peace is at best misplaced 
patriotism, and at worst, a 
ludicrous, dangerous attitude.
Jones states: “For now, the fight 
for peace remains peaceful, and all 
but the insane will hope it will re­
main so.” Yet in the same article, he 
writes of war as an opportunity to 
show his gratitude toward his coun­
try, and he feels he is shirking his 
duty by not having experienced a 
war. His near-nostalgic desire for 
war is frightening.
Our duty as a country is to stay 
out of war and promote peace in the 
world. The idea that any American 
should feel obligated to kill other 
human beings in the belief that they 
are paving the way for the future is 
ridiculous and sickening.
No war is going to help us obtain 
peace. Wars only ensure more death 
and destruction. We must fight
(peacefully) to stay out of any war, 
now and in the future. Jones’ idea 
that "As inhumane as war is, it’s 
sometimes necessary to ensure a 
peaceful future” shows an ig­
norance of history, politics and 
human nature.
We must abolish the notion that 
people must be willing to kill for 
their country to prove they are loyal 
to it. For that’s what it comes down 
to in a war — not just dying, but 
killing other people. There is no 
dishonor in refusing the draft — or 
refusing to take the life of another 
human being.
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Judge blocks Deaver indictment
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Wednesday tem­
porarily stopped an independent counsel from seeking an in­
dictment against one-lime Reagan aide Michael K. Deaver for 
allegedly lying to a federal grand jury and a congressional 
committee investigating his lobbying activities.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson said Deaver 
had raised serious questions about the 1978 law establishing 
the office of independent counsel and the public interest would 
be best served by a temporary delay.
Jackson did not immediately set a date for a further hearing 
on Denver’s challenge of the Ethics in Government Act.
Independent counsel Whitney Seymour had said he would 
seek a four-count indictment charging Deaver with making false 
statements to a grand jury and to a house subcommittee.
Corporation to stay in S. Africa
CUPERTINO (AP) — Once again, an overwhelming majority 
of Hewlett-Packard shareholders have turned down demands 
that the Silicon Valley corporation pull out of South Africa.
By a margin of more than 8-1, the stockholders Tuesday made 
their feelings known at the corporation’s annual meeting. The 
company’s South Africa sales operation employs 260 people and 
generates $37 million in revenues.
The South African connection was the only sour note at the 
meeting, which also marked the end of 74-year-old William 
Hewlett’s 38-year tenure on the board of directors.
It was the fourth time in six years that shareholders had re­
jected withdrawal from South Africa.
In a proxy statement, management said it opposed 
withdrawal from South Africa.
Filipinos celebrate anniversary
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Filipinos cheered and danced 
Wednesday in the same streets where they stood en masse a 
year ago, faced down tanks with “ people power’’ and drove 
President Ferdinand E. Marcos into exile.
Bands played. Some people danced on cars and rooftops. The 
crowds cheered “ Cory! Cory!’’ for Corazon Aquino, the widow 
of an assassinated opposition leader who was thrust into his 
role and became president.
Helicopters hovered overhead showering flowers on the 
joyous crowd. Three U.S. Air Force jets streaked repeatedly 
across the sky.
An enormous cheer arose as the night sky blazed with 
fireworks at 9:05 p.m., the time on Feb. 25, 1986, at which 
Marcos and his wife Imelda left the presidential palace.
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Warrant given against archbishop
MILAN, Italy (AP) — Italian authorities have 
issued an arrest warrant against Archbishop Paul 
Marcinkus, the American who heads the Vatican 
bank, in connection with the 1982 collapse of 
Banco Ambrosiano, a judge investigating the case 
said Wednesday.
The judge, who spoke on condition of anonymi­
ty, told The Associated Press that the warrant 
charges Marcinkus, of Cicero, 111., as “ an accesso­
ry to fraudulent bankruptcy’’ in Italy’s biggest 
bank failure.
Marcinkus, who has repeatedly denied any 
wrongdoing, could not be reached for comment, 
but the Italian news agency AGI quoted him as 
saying he knew nothing about any action taken 
against him by Milan prosecutors.
The judge said police could not serve the war­
rant on the 65-year-old archbishop unless he 
leaves Vatican City, which has the status of a 
foreign state. Marcinkus lives at the Vatican.
Italy has no extradition treaty with the Vatican 
and court sources said there was unlikely to be an 
official announcement about the warrant until 
there was an arrest.
Milan judges Antonio Pizzi and Renato Bric­
chetti, who have long been investigating the 
banking scandal, declined to comment publicly on 
the case. Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro 
said he had heard reports but, “ 1 know nothing 
about it.’’
Also Wednesday, the Naples daily II Mattino 
quoted unidentifed court sources as saying an ar­
rest warrant had been issued for Marcinkus.
Marcinkus, who heads the Istituto per le Opere 
di Religione, was charged along with two other 
senior officials of the Vatican bank, Luigi Mennini 
and Pellegrino De Strobel, court sources reported.
Mennini, a managing director of the lOR, and 
De Strobel, chief accountant, are Italian citizens 
but also live at the Vatican. Both men are also 
charged as accessories to fraudulent bankruptcy, 
the sources said.
The American archbishop, who has helped Pope 
John Paul II on his numerous foreign voyages, II, 
had long been investigated in connection with $1.3 
billion in loans made by Banco Ambrosiano to 10 
overseas “ dummy’’ companies controlled by the 
lOR.
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BEROL U.S.A
presents
SHARON ROBISON
•Á
Freelance Com m ercial Artist, 
Sharon Robison has learned that 
adaptability plays a big role in 
the creation of Commercial 
Art. She has a degree in Art 
and has produced cam era ready 
illustration, logos, publication 
covers and ads. She has delved 
into many aspects of the 
business of Art, including
teaching.
Please stop by to see Ms. 
Robison demonstrate art and 
graphic techniques using Berol 
markers, pencils and art sticks.
Location: El Corral Bookstore 
California Polytechnic State University 
Date: Thursday, February 26,1987 
Time: Continuous 10AM-2PM
C om e and enter the drawing! 
Berol will be giving away: 
O ne stereo radio 
Six Prism acolor 48 co lo r m arker sets 
Six P rism acolor 60 co lo r pencil sets
Berol
El Corral Ëî2lBookstDie
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Study says college grads will wed f r e m o n t
By Jane Gumerlock
Staff Writer
A study done recently by the 
U.S. Census Bureau disputes a 
1986 Harvard-Yale marriage 
study which asserted that 35- 
year-old college educated women 
had little chance of being wed.
The new study predicts that 60 
percent of women with college 
educations will actually marry. 
The H arv a rd -Y a le  study  
predicted that 80 percent of 
women over 30 with a college 
education would never marry.
Jeanne E. Moorman, author of 
the more recent study, said she 
conducted it because she was 
skeptical about the results of the 
Harvard-Yale study. Moorman 
said the previous study made
assumptions that she wouldn’t 
make. “ I wanted to show that 
people could look at this dif­
ferently,” she said.
Neil G. Bennett, assistant pro-
‘Women are merely 
putting off marriage 
until a later age ’
— Jeanne Moorman
fessor of sociology at Yale and 
co-author of the 1986 study, said 
Moorman’s study has no basis in 
reality  because it is too 
simplistic. Moorman said she us­
ed a different demographic 
a‘^ sumption to show that the 
Harvard-Yale results were not 
definitive, and were too extreme.
She found that between 32 per­
cent and 41 percent of 35-year- 
olds could expect to get married.
“ Women are merely putting off 
marriage until a later age while 
they attend school,” Moorman 
said. By the time women reach 
the age of 45, only about 6 per­
cent have never been married, 
she said.
Also according to the study, 60 
percent of women now between 
the ages of 35 and 40 probably 
will divorce during their lives.
The Harvard-Yale study led 
one magazine to predict that col­
lege educated women over 40 had 
more of a chance of being killed 
by a terrorist than finding a 
husband.
From page 1
tion,” he said.
Councilmember GlennaDeane 
Dovey said the council cannot be 
involved in any cultural aspects 
of this project. “ We can’t wear 
two hats at the same time. We 
can encourage the groups to get 
together, but they all have such 
different needs that it’s going to 
take a lot of effort to accomplish 
this end,” she said.
Because the Fremont project 
would be government-funded, it 
must be open to general use, 
Dunin said. “ We don’t have any­
thing that is at this point orga­
nized.”
The idea of using the Fremont 
Theatre for the project has been 
considered for five years, but the
facility has only recently become 
available because it was sold, and 
the new owners are amenable for 
either selling it or leasing it to 
the city, according to Toby Ross, 
city administrative officer.
‘Efforts are being 
made to bring these 
groups together ... ’
—Mayor Ron Dunin
The council agreed to come 
back in six weeks with a recom­
mendation for funding and 
organizational structure for the 
project. “ We also need to see if 
we can do them both at the same 
time,” Ross said.
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Feelings about a distant battle
Between neighboring homelands
By Jeff Blizzard, Sta ff Writer
Along their war-torn border, Iranians and " 
Iraqis continue to fight each other. Thousands 
of miles away though, at Cal Poly, students 
from Iran and Iraq live together in peace — 
a brotherhood they say is needed to put an 
end to the fighting.
A lthough the Persian Gulf war between Iran and Iraq is thousands of miles away, for some students the war
is not so far removed — because it is be­
tween their home countries.
Students from Iran and Iraq are 
frustrated for a couple of reasons. They 
see no end in sight to the six-year-old war 
between their countries, and they feel the 
strategic location of their countries has 
prolonged the war in the Persian Gulf 
area.
Mohammed Maleki, a graduate student 
in math, was born in Nahvand, Iran, about 
100 miles from the border of Iraq. He has 
lived in the U.S. for eight years, and has 
brothers and sisters still living in Iran.
“ I am against this war. There is no pur­
pose in this war. It is aimless and destruc­
tive,” said the Moslem. “ I don’t see the 
end of the war in the near future.”
Maleki said the Iran-Iraq war is an 
‘‘imperialistic war” because the United 
States, Europe and Israel all have a stake 
in it by selling weapons.
‘‘The superpowers don’t want Kho­
meini’s Islamic Revolution to spread. It’s 
a dirty political game, then, by the super-
7 feel bad about the 
war, but Vm here 
and there is nothing 
I  can do. *
— Aziz Jacobs, Iraq
powers,” he said.
But Washington seems to feel its hands 
are clean. In a recent article in Time 
magazine. President Reagan told U.S. 
allies in the Persian Gulf, ‘‘We would 
regard any such expansion of the war as a 
major threat to our interests, as well as to 
those of our friends in the region.”
Recent fighting has centered on Basra, a 
southern port city in Iraq. Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussein has countered Iran’s of­
fensive with air raids on such Iranian cit­
ies as Tehran, Isfahan and Qum. Iran’s 
Islamic Republic News Agency reported 
that as of the end of January, 212 civilians 
had been killed and more than 600 
wounded in the air raids. Iran fought back 
by attacking an area of Baghdad, the cap­
ital city of Iraq, killing dozens of 
residents. Since December, at least 30,000 
soldiers have been killed on both sides.
Maleki said that if he returned to Iran now 
he would probably be drafted.
Aziz Jacobs, an architecture junior, 
grew up in Baghdad, Iraq, where he lived 
for 17 years. He is an Assyrian and has 
lived in the United States since 1979.
Jacobs described himself as a Christian 
Moslem. He considers the United States 
to be his home now. He has uncles and 
cousins living in Iraq.
‘‘I feel bad about the war, but I’m here 
and there is nothing I can do,” he said. ‘‘I 
have cousins and friends there who have 
been killed.”
no human rights.”
Jacobs said if he returned to Iraq he 
would either be drafted into the army or 
put in prison. When Iraqi men turn 18, 
they either go into the army or go to 
school. Young men must have a book 
stamped each year that proves they are in 
school. Because Jacobs has not been in 
Iraq for eight years, he has not had his 
book stamped each year as required.
A member of the Muslim Student 
Association at Cal Poly who asked to re­
main anonymous was born in the southern 
part of Tehran and has been in the United 
States for six years. On why he wished to 
remain anonymous he said, ‘‘One person 
need not receive recognition for what a 
whole community and organization stand 
for.”
He said that both Iran and Iraq have 
suffered because of the Persian Gulf’s 
strategic location and rich oil reserves. He 
said the west has a vested interest in the 
area and is guilty of propaganda efforts. 
But he blamed Hussein for starting the 
war.
Jacobs said the United States could 
make better use of its influence in the 
Middle East. ‘‘The White House could end 
the war if they wanted to. They started it. 
The CIA is very strong; they could step 
in,” said Jacobs. ‘‘We should be a little 
more concerned since Reagan supplied 
Iran with arms.”
Jacobs feels the American media is not 
delivering the right news to the American 
public. For example, he said, it took the 
media a long time to uncover Reagan’s 
arms deal to Iran.
Jacobs said the Soviet Union shared 
blame for the conflict because they have 
sold arms to Iraq. ‘‘It’s all games played 
between the White House and Russia,” he 
said. Jacobs also criticized President 
Hussein.
‘‘Hussein doesn’t respect human 
rights,” he said. ‘‘In his regime there are
‘‘We all believe in one religion; we have 
the same sort of lifestyle in both coun­
tries,” he said. ‘‘The people of Iraq are our 
brothers and sisters. The conflict is due to 
the illegitimate regime, the bastard regime 
of Iraq.”
He pointed out that after the revolu­
tionary struggle in Iran in 1979 boosted 
the Ayatollah Khomeini to power, Iraq 
invaded Iran. ‘‘The conflict between Iran 
and Iraq is not between the people.”
Maleki said he and an Iraqi friend of his 
agree that the war is between gov­
ernments, not people.
The anonymous source said Hussein had 
used chemical weapons and had attacked 
hospitals and schools in Iran while trying 
to expand his regime throughout the 
Middle East. ‘‘Hussein is just like Hitler; 
he wants to expand his oppression of peo­
ple,” he said.
He blamed Israel for creating divisions 
in the Middle East by not allowing the 
Palestinians back into Palestine. ‘‘It is the 
(brutality) of Israel that is the root of the 
problems, from the Moslem point of 
view,” he said. ‘‘Palestinians have to go 
back to their homeland in Palestine; (get­
ting their homeland back) is the biggest 
goal of Moslems.
‘‘The situation is crucial in the Middle 
East and it can’t be ignored any longer,” 
he said. “ The outside world has ignored 
feelings of frustration in the area.”
The Islamic revolution in Iran in 1979 
occurred, the source feels, because the 
people in Iran had to fight for their rights. 
“ We didn’t choose the war to correct the 
problem,” he said, “ Hussein created war 
by not paying attention to the revolution 
in Iran. War is the worst way.”
He said the best way to resolve the con­
flict would be to rely on the religion of 
Islam for unity. “ In Islam all are brothers. 
If one is oppressed in Islam, the others 
have to help,” he said. “ Islam is peace. 
Islam means peace and stands for the 
righteousness — the rights — for all 
Moslems: Iranians, Iraqis and Palesti­
nians.”
But, he doesn’t see an end to the war. 
“ Hopefully, with the help of God (Islam) 
will put an end to the war and the people 
of Iraq will be free,” he said.
He said the Muslim Student Association 
was designed “ to remind each other that 
we do need help, (but) we must first help 
ourselves and then help others in
neighboring countries.”
Being Iranian has not prevented him 
from feeling accepted at Cal Poly. “ I have
am against this 
war. There is no 
purpose in this war. 
It is aimless and 
destructive. *
— Mohammed 
Maleki, Iran
not had any problems with the students, 
staff and people of Cal Poly (concerning) 
my ideas,” he said. “ Cal Poly is a very 
lively campus, which gives you hope.”
Ziyad Naccasha, a senior in business fi­
nance, was born in Baghdad, Iraq. He 
moved to the United States in 1974.
“ 1 hope the war is going to end soon. I 
try to keep up with all the news, but 
things happen every day,” he said.
Naccasha emphasized that he has been 
removed from the conflict for 13 years. He 
said the Iraqi government has censored 
phone calls and mail, and travel out of the 
country is restricted to business.
“ It’s really hard, for example, when you 
call relatives back home at Christmastime. 
All you can say is ‘Hi, how are you doing?” ’ 
he said. “ We want my grandma to leave to 
come visit us. She’s 60 years old, but she 
can’t leave.”
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P o te n t ia l  
c a n d id a te s  
s lo w  to  g e t
in  1 9 8 8  race
M A R T I N
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice 
President George Bush is runn­
ing for president. But he is not 
formally a candidate for the 
Republican nomination and 
won’t be for several months.
Former Sen. Gary Hart, D- 
Colo., has a campaign manager 
and a full-time campaign head­
quarters in Denver. But he is not 
officially in the race.
Both Sen. Joseph Biden, D- 
Del., and former Secretary of 
S tate A lexander H aig, a 
Republican, have said they are 
running for their parties’ 1988 
nominations — but they have not
M A R I E T T A
“ formally” announced those 
decisions.
These and other would-be 
presidents are playing out an 
elaborately  choreographed 
charade of the pre-campaign 
campaign.
It is a time full of gentle eva­
sions as the Democratic and 
Republican candidates-to-be race 
across the countryside, privately 
seeking support and money 
without benefit of official, legal 
candidate status. Public ques­
tions about their candidacies are 
often turned aside with com­
plicated sentences and talk about
decisions yet to be made.
Over the next few months, 
most will step up to podiums in 
their hometowns to declare they 
are officially, legally and formal­
ly seeking their p a rtie s’ 
presidential nominations.
Only two — former Delaware 
G ov. P ie rre  d u P o n t, a 
Republican, and Rep. Richard 
Gephardt, D-Mo. — have formal­
ly announced their 1988 inten­
tions. The others are mostly 
scheduled to announce in the 
next few months, with Hart, for 
example, making it official in 
April.
D G N V G R A G R 0 5 P A C G
Consider the magnificence of 
your education.
In the course of four relatively 
short years, you have been pre­
sented the universe. You have 
discovered answers to ques­
tions asked millions of times 
over in as many years. You 
share an eternity of secrets, 
simple and complex.
Now, your knowledge and 
your hunger for more are critical 
to the future of engineering.
To our future.
So consider this.
Each day, engineers at Martin 
Marietta Denver Aerospace 
face a variety of interesting.
You are the past. 
You are the future.
challenging assignments— 
an unmatcmled repertoire of 
advanced launch and space 
propulsion systems, spacecraft, 
instruments and strategic 
defense systems. Their com­
mitment IS to engineering 
accomplishment. Our commit­
ment is to them.
It’s reflected through a 
matrix organization that pro­
vides our engineers with an 
unusual degree of job latitude 
and project variety. Through 
flexibility to plot a sound, 
rewarding career. And through 
work with some of the most tal­
ented people and finest facilities 
in the business.
Come discuss your career 
opportunities with us on 
Thursday, March 5th and 
Friday, March 6th. Please 
contact the placement office 
for further details.
If you are unable to meet 
with us, please send your 
resume to Martin Marietta 
Denver Aerospace, College 
Relations Department, P.O. 
Box 179, MaiI#G13Il,P70021, 
Denver, CO 80201. We are an 
affirmative action employer.
U.S. citizenship is 
required.
Of course, some may step up to 
the microphones to say they are 
not running, as New York Gov. 
Mario Cuomo did last week. Or 
they may say they aren’t ready 
to decide about the race, as Sen. 
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., did on Friday.
But at this point, politics, 
organization and the law keep 
the hopefuls engaged in the 
dance where candidates are not 
really candidates.
For most, life is a bit easier be­
fore the announcement, the 
media scrutiny is less and the 
focus is on raising money, rather 
than spending it.
Gorbachev 
says tough 
times ahead
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet 
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev said 
Wednesday the toughest stage in 
his drive for domestic reform lies 
ahead and accused the West of 
going on the offensive to block 
the changes.
In a wide-ranging speech to the 
Congress of Soviet Trade Unions, 
the Soviet leader also cautioned 
his country’s workers that 
tangible benefits of the new 
Kremlin policies would be awhile 
in coming.
“ Many want a speedy social 
and material return,” Gorbachev 
told the Kremlin gathering of 
delegates representing 188 
Soviet labor organizations with 
140 million members.
“ Let us be frank, comrades: 
We can achieve better quality for 
our entire life in only one way — 
through effective and highly 
productive work.”
He added: “ Yes, indeed, the 
reorganization is affecting our 
short-term interests. But it 
meets the vital long-term inter­
ests of our working people. We 
ought to understand that.”
Gorbachev said the West, led 
by the United States, opposed 
the reforms.' “ Imperialism and 
reactionary forces are doing their 
utmost to hinder, come what 
may, our onward development 
and compel us to remain on the 
tracks of military confronta­
tion,” he said.
The Soviet leader noted that a 
year ago to the day the Com­
munist Party convened its 27th 
congress to endorse the leader­
ship’s campaign for economic ef­
ficiency and more openness in 
society.
He said the first steps have 
been taken but, “ The main thing, 
and hence the most difficult, still 
lies ahead.
“ Up to now, we have been 
mostly preparing for reorganiza­
tion ... Now it is time to get the 
reorganization actually moving.”
Gorbachev’s remarks appeared 
clearly directed at winning sup­
port among union leaders and the 
labor rank-and-file, while cau­
tioning supporters that the 
reforms were not quick fixes 
whose results would be im­
mediately felt.
He noted that some Soviets 
were resisting change for reasons 
of personal interest but that 
other opponents of his policies 
were “ selfless, honest people who 
so far remain captives of out­
dated notions.”
The news agency Tass carried 
a text of the speech.
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NUTRITION?
Nutritional Information
u*
DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
Nutritional analysis con­
ducted by Medallion 
Laboratories, a subsidiary 
of General Mills, Irra, located 
in Minneapolis. MN
I Information on sodtum and I cholaatoroi it provtdod for individuala I who, on tha advtct of a physician, are I modifymg ihair total dietary mtaha of I aodium and choietteroi I C1904 OomirH>'t Pura, ine
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Average Weight 
Per Servir>g 140 g 140 g 160 g 170 g
Calories 340 380 400 440
Protein 18 g 20 g 24 g 24 g
Carbohydrates 52 g 48 g 58 g 56 g
Fat 6 g 12 g 8 g 14 g
Cholesterol 10 mgs 30 mgs 40 mgs 60 mgs
Sodium 660 mgs 880 mgs 800 mgs 1080 mgs
Protein 30 30 40 40
Vitamin A 4 * 4 4
Vitamin C * « * «
Thiamin 30 30 40 40
Riboflavin 30 30 30 30
Niacin 20 20 20 30
Calcium 30 30 40 40
Iron 20 20 30 20
Protein 50 60 70 70
Vitamin A 8 4 8 8
Vitamin C * * * *
Thiamin 40 40 50 50
Riboflavin 30 30 40 40
Niacin 30 30 30 30
Calcium 30 30 50 50
Iron 40 40 50 40
'contains less than 2% of U S ROA
Call the 
Domino’s 
Nearest to 
You Today!
South SLO 
3195 C McMillan 
549-9999
Foothill Area 
775 A Foothill 
544-3636
Los Osos 
2084 A 9th 
528-0800
Atascadero 
8305 El Camino Real 
466-7880
Arroyo Grande 
140 S. Elm 
481-3171
OPEN LATE 
AND POR 
LUNCH!
2 FREE COKES!
With any pizza.
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 3/20/87
Foothill Area 
South SLO 
Los Osos 
Arroyo G rande 
Atascadero
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
T 1 ^ ^ 5 ip T ^ c M y ^ S H Íp 5 ñ |'
30 MINUTE GUARANTEE
Good for $2.00 off if your pizza doesn’t 
arrive within 30 minutes.
Foothill Area: 544-3636
\ South SLO: 549-9999
j Los Osos: 528-0800
One coupon per pizza Arroyo G rande : 481-3171
Atascadero: 466-7880
t
Expires: 3/20/87
FREE EXTRA THICK CRUST
With any pizza.
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 3/20/87
Foothill Area: 
South SLO: 
Los Osos: 
Arroyo Grande: 
Atascadero:
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
iMtmong Dally Coupon
$1.00 OFF
Any 16
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 3/20/87
pizza.
Foothill Area: 
South SLO: 
Los Osos: 
Arroyo Grande: 
Atascadero:
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
(HIT?
A
Life can be really tough when you've got a 
bad burger habit. You find yourself think­
ing about burgers all day long. You can't 
wait till you get another ^'burger fix." 
But it does'nt have to be that way! There 
is a Fresh Alternative . . .Subway Sub 
Shops. All our sandwiches and salads are 
made fresh before your eyes. So get rid of 
that burger on you back. Come to a Sub- 
)[vay Sub Shop for a quick recovery.
Buy any footlong sub & a medium drink 
and receive a second footlong sub of 
equal or lesser value FREE!
Sandw ichM  ft Salads
9 to Midnight Special 
Buy 1 Get 1 FREE!
Expires: 3/15/87 543*3399 One coupon per customer
c Vtm itw e
OPEN LATE 7 Nights A Week 
HOURS Daily 
10am-12am
Sandw iches ft Salads
C
$1.00 OFF!
Present this coupon and receive $1.00 off the 
regular price of any footlong sub or large salad.
Expires: 3/15/87 543-3399 One coupon per customer
Haircuts
Look $ 6 .9 5
I
/ /
V
Of California Where You 
Never Need Appointments' 
for Haircuts
Two Locations to Serve You 
1119 Morro St. San Luis Obispo 
541-2320
Williams Bros. Shopping Center 
Paso Robles 
238-0602
open 9AM-7PM
All our cuts include a Great Shampoo 
1119Morro, SLO 
541-2320
No Appointment Needed expires 3/25/87
(B li5 3 a iy 8 ó M 7 T i5 iiS > 5 ñ r'
549-
t t a ià  ,
8 2 0 0
'Look R e v lo n  R e a lis tic  
P e rm  S p e c ia l
$19.95complete
1119M orro , SLO 
541-2320
No Appointment Needed expires 3/25/87
' " ' " ' " ~ " T W i 5 1 a f t q T S i l y ^ 5 o u p o r i l ‘" * ‘ * * ' * " "
H a ta
•  Silk Wraps
•  Acrylics
•  Manicures
549-8200 6 Tanning 
Sessions
$18.00
1110 Morro St. S LO exp ires 3/31 /87
Spring Break’s Coming 
Fast, Be Tan When You 
Hit The Beach
549-8200
Acrylic Fill
$14.00
1110 Morro St. San Luis Obispo 
(behind Haagen Daz)
1110 Morro St. SLO
Broad
I street 
Bikes
SOUTH'
ORCUTT
_________________________________^ j^ ires 3/31/87
Present this coupon for
FREE SPECIALIZED WATER BOTTLE
with
ANY PURCHASE OVER $10.00
offer expires March 14,1987
2700 Broad, San Luis Obispo
541-5878
Wo carry 
Fisher, Mongoose, 
KHS and Ross 
Mountain Bikes.
PUMP SALE
Frame Pump in Assorted Coiprs 
Speciai Price $4.88 ($6.99 Vaiue) 
ZEFAL HP with Thumb Lock 
Speciai Price $12.88 ($16.95 Vaiue) 
offer expires March 14,1987
» 4 » I i * « « « « •
Attest (Pizza on ifie Centrai Coast
• P IZ Z A
•  SA LA D S
• Hot Italian Sandwiches
* Beer, Wine, Soft Drinks
S49-9392HOURS:lues. - Thurs. 11:30 - 9:00 Fri.-Sot. 11:30-10:00 Sun. 4:00 - 9:00 — Closed Monday
ARTICHOKES PEPPERONI 
MUSHROOMS SAUSAGE 
OLIVES LINGUISA 
ONIONS ANCHOVIES 
BELL PEPPER HOT ITALIAN SAN DWICH ES
cetera
03
03
03
03
' " " T W u 3 O T 3 " K l l y " 'K H 5 5 < 5 i f “ " “ '
F R E E  D E L IV E R Y
with this COUPON 
(in SLO area) 
expires March 14,1987
Not valid with any other coupons
F R E E  D E L IV E R Y
with this COUPON 
(in SLO area) 
expires March 14,1987
Not valid with any other coupons
$ 1 .0 0  O F F
any
16” Pizza
expires March 14,1987 
Not valid with any other coupons
Z S ip o n f" " " * *
$ 1 .0 0  O F F
any
16” Pizza
expires M arch 14 ,1987  
Not valid w ith any other coupons
• Largest selection of Alternative gift cards 
•  Personalized Imprinting Available •  New Posters in Stock
• Biggest Selection of Calendars
•  Saint Patrick Days Cards
And Especially Cuddly Russ-Berrie Plush Stuffed Animals bv
RuSSHours: Mon-Sat 9:30-6pm 
Thurs Till 9:30pm 
Sun lO-Spm
TM ust5ngT!alTy*^c5>^^
10% oft on any 
purchase
el ecfora
must present coupon with purchase expires 3/20/87
Free Card
with the purchase of two
7
cards of equal or less value.
ef refera
8 7 ^ H i g u e r a ^ ^ 5 4 4 - 2 3 1 2  must present coupon with purchase expires 3/20/87
Cork ’N Bottle
“The Store With the Right Spirit” Liquor Store
WE DELIVER!!!
(\A/ith m ininnum  p u r c h a s e ]
Hours: Sun-Wed 7am-10pm
Thurs-Sat 7am-Midnight
774 Foothill Blvd • 543-8637
Coupon^'
M ichelob Reg / Lt. 
$8.99/cs
(case of 24 bottles) 
with coupon 
only
While supplies lost. 1 coupon per 
customer. Expires 3/5/87.
Cork ’N Bottle • 774 Foothill • 543-8637
O o u p o r ir
Stroh’s Reg / Lt. 
$3.99/12 pk
{i2 pk cons)
With coupon onlyi 
While supplies lost. 1 coupon per 
customer. Expires 3/5/87.
Cork 'N Bottle • 774 Foothill • 543-8637
541-6880 
Call For Appt. W est
9560 Foothill 
University Square
' IW ustoñg  TjqtTÿ'^15ôïïpôn1'
Wes!
X  H
/ s ta te  of th e  Art Tanning Beds
EARLY BIRD jSPECIAL
^  6 ^|(te>ns for $22" ^
( o ^  vajid oi^:^ointm ents prioTtP 1' l ^
^  . E n d le l f  S u m m er W est / .
544-688O (exp: 3/20/87) 956C Foothill
0t West ^
8 SESSIONS°^$29
AM • FM • Cassette Head Phones
Private Air Conditioned Rooms
^  (cert^to^d(tions'0|:.')ptY). d* 
^  E n d H ^ ^ u m m e r  W est / %
Call For An Appointment Today
5^^6880 (exp: 3/20/87) 956C Foothill
® M A A i A ®
r c c c A c i ’ s
S paghetti
179 N. Santa Rosa 
541-5211
Ciip
Clip
Clip
Ciip
Ciip
Ciip
Banquet and Reception 
Facilities Available
' ~ ™ ~ ~ ~ l i ^ s t á ñ g T ) ' a l T y ^ 5 ó u ' ^ ñ ' | '
M a m a  Ferrari’s
Spagetti D inner 
w / Ita lian  Tom ato  
Sauce O nly $2.55
Inc ludes: Soup or S a lad , Sour D ough  B read,
C o ffe e  o r Tea, a n d  Ice  C re a m  (w/ c o u p o n )
$1.50 OFF!
Present this c o u p o n  & re ce ive  $ 1.50 OFF 
a n y  16“  p izza w ith 2 o r m o re  to p p in g s .
MAMA FERRARI’S 541-5211
Save These Mustang Coupons 
Save These Mustang Coupons
Save These Mustang Coupons 
Save These Mustang Coupons
Save These Mustang Coupons 
Save These Mustang Coupons
kinko's
HOURS
9 A M - 6 P M MON. -FRI
10 A M - 5 P.M. SAT - SUN
HOUR PHOTO
PHONE 
(805) 549-8979
9 Santa Rosa, San Luis Obispo, 93401
K In ko ’s a ls o  o ffe rs  4  & 24  hour p ro cess in g  a t red u ced  ra tes!
Read the Mustang Daily for Additional Valuable Coupons!
' T M u ^ n g " 5 a iF y ~ C o ü p o ñ r  '
kinko*s
HOUR PHOTO 2 prints FOR theprice of 1
San Luis ObiSDO 
9 Santa Rosa
Not valid with 24 hour processing or 
any other offer.
Hours
9am - 6pm Mon - FrI 
13am-5pm Sat & Sun 549-8979
kinko*s
IMustang DoH^OwpOT
FREE5X7HOUR PHOTO
San Luis Obispo 
9 Santa Rosa
Present this coupon & receive a 
free 5 x 7  with a regular develop 
& print of 110 or 135 color print turn.
Hours
9am • 6pm Mon - Fri f\AQ Q Q7Q  
10am - 5pm Sat & Sun
C A M PU S BO TTLE SH O PPE
290 California • 544-KEQS
A
# 4 3 . 8 9  t t t c l a d l n a t
COOf®
c o o R s y o i r r
l n M o a a t i i p c c l a M
A B  # l n «  C 4 o k «  * 2 ^  
CA Co<*af» fe w d i
ttaVor l5 riowlw
C M »  C h a w i i i a p i r S n i t e  
+ ÌDclr«|iN^ ^ 4 ®
'N
V .
ji^ tiierican Yogi,^
S i ? , .
^  Open till 2 AM Daily
Choose From Over 35 Toppings & 8 Flavors 
(Including Fresh Fruit Toppings)
A ll Our Yogurt is 96.5% Fat Free &. is supplied by...
HOMEY HILL HARMS,
'¡MUMCTURERS /
[ O nUTLET /  TheBottom  
-------* *  —  Line in
Athletic Apparel
TRIATHLON*RUNNING*BIKING 
SWIMMING*AEROBICS
S A V E  20 • 8 0 %  E V E R Y D A Y
Hind VR7 Bike Shorts.......... $19.95
Hind Sportights.............. $19.75
Running Shorts.............. $ 7.95
Men’s Swimsuits.......... Under$10.00
Women’s Swimwear......... Under$20.00
OAKLEY*SUB 4*M O V IN G  COM FORT  
BODY FUEL»SW ANS*DANSKIN  
DUCHARIK*SO RBO THANE*JO G BRA
SPENKO
iM A ^ x a m s /Jigppolirs___/  54, 1^9 / m P /m rs /
U filU TLET /  Mon-Sat 10-5:30 \ UfiUJTLET /
---- I I  Sun 12-5:00 ^  I I
ThursNite till 9:00
[Wl^ ono TJalIv"5ouponf" "  “  ^  '
HUSSOnGS
$ 3 . 3 9 /  6 pack
(with coupon)
CAMPUS BOTTLE SHOPPE
Exp. Sat. Teb. 28 4 per custom er
* " ” ” ” ” ^ C r u s { a n ^ B a J l y ’ ^ o u ^ n f
HERMAN JO S E P H S
$  2 « 8 D  / e p a c k
(with coupon)
CAMPUS BOTTLE SHOPPE
Exp. Sat. Eeb. 28 4 per custom er
" " ~ ~ ~ l ? u « t o n a ! ! | ^ ' i 5 o u p o ^
All American Yogurt
2 FOR 1
Present this coupon when you purchase 2 
All American soft frozen yogurts and the 
least expensive one is FREE! 1 coupon per custom er
(Expires; 3/26/87)
----------- FSiil p aiy^ 75i?r------------
All i^ ^ ie a n  Yogurt
SOliOFF!^
Present this coupon tkrwcieve 50C OFF any 
medium or yogurt with topping.
Expires: 3/26/87 j coupon per custom er
" ~ ~ ~ ~ T l ^ s y c i n o T i a i l y * 1 5 o u '^ n |~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ' *
/y
JhTS
\
(wfITfXòupon)
Expires: 3/26/87
n ^ u ^ n t T B o l l ^ ^ u p o n r '
/
(with coupon)
Expires:3/26/87___
TMu5qnÌB*~Dally CociponF
TS
1/
(wlfTitrdiipon) 
Expires:3/26/87
^up<xn
A m
I j¡hm-' '.....
(wrthcòupon)
Expires:3/26/87
The savings a d d  up!
’C
Je
WE VVI
r>Fi DELIVl
WARM UP YOUR WINTER NIGHTS
at
SYCAMORE MINERAL SPRINGS
M r ^ w *  »” » - ■ Jij'-'jp. 0»* m
'  X ,-x' 'V .: jj
v \ V
V ^
0
# . « * ^ W |
,
Hourly Hot Tub Rates 
Overnight Accomodations
Watch for the 
Reopening of our 
Heated Pool!
Open 24 hours Avila Beach Road
When plastic food and
canned music just isn't enough...
595-7302
/ DARK ROOM
has got the real stuff!
1037 MONTEREY ST, SLO 543-5131
I
★  FREE ★  FREE^ FREE ★
Southern California Gas Co. sponsored service at NO COST 
to students or landlord:
•free attic insulation
»free door weatherstripping
►free hot waterheater blankets
•  free energy saving showerheads
• AND SO MUCH MORE!
C a l l  Energy Conservation Department
544-4355
ask for Energy Department: Helen or Micki
SAVE ENERGY! SAVE MONEY!
•  An E .O .C. N onprofit Organization Service for San Luis Obispo County •
50(p OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(limit: one coupon per person)
lOeOOsosSt. 541-0955
" * " ~ ~ " ^ C T i 5 { o ~ ^ P o [ i ^ ^ o u p o n f
2 FREE DRINKS 
w/ANY SIZE SAN DWICH
(limit: one coupon per person)
lOeOOsosSt. 541-0955
T W u 5 i o n g * K lT y '7 5 o T ip o n ! " " " " " "
$5 O ff
Hot Tub for 2
sun-fri Not valid with 
other discounts 
exp. Mar 31
$10 O ff
Motel Room
sun-fri Not valid with 
other discounts 
exp. Mar 31
*0
''A. 10 Av^_l
QQ IMustong Dally CouponTcTi nn
loFF lOFFIOFF
$1 OFF ANY HAMBURGER
at the DARKROOM
1037 Monterey St. SLO 543-5131
COUPON EXPIRES 3/21/87 NOT VALID WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
1/2 Prirp IMutlang Dolly Couponly , p^ce
Buy 1 burger, get the 2nd at Vi price ^
at the DARK ROOM
1037 Monterey St. SLO 543-5131
COUPON EXPIRES 3/21/87 NOT VALID WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
[Mustang Dotiy Coupon]
★ ★  F R E E  ★ ★
ENERGY SAVING SERVICES
5 4 4 -4 3 5 5
ENERGY DEPA RTM EN T 
Ask for Helen or Micki
FUNDING GOOD THROUGH 1987
★ ★  F R E E  ★ ★
ENERGY SAVING SERVICES
5 4 4 -4 3 5 5
ENERGY D EPARTM ENT 
Ask for Helen or Micki
FUNDING GOOD THROUGH 1987
' f  . f« ilfc* i M. * * • . ; i 7 1 : ' t
* « « 4 t >
\ w  A N Y
OFF
 ITEM
EXCEPT SALE MERCHANDISE
848 MONTEREY ST., SLO, 546-9766
COUPON GOOD MARCH 5-11,1987
APlaceTbDiscDver. “
848 Monterey St., SLO, 546-9766
'‘^ IC T w iiq^nS a 'il^  C o u p o n ^ '
20%  OFF
ANY ITEM
EXCEPT SALE MERCHANDISE
848 MONTEREY ST., SLO, 546-9766
COUPON GOOD FEB. 26-MARCH 4,1987
Blue Dove Beauty Salon
Enhance Your Appearance, 
have your hair cut or permed 
to work with your face shape, 
features and life style.
sCJVTC^
O lT O O ^ IO /* ^
Call For An Appointm ent
Ask fo r Gina
774 Palm St.» 5 4 4 -1 2 1 3
~X''''-x“ .
o
x \ \ x JVERO’S
^  pizza u pasta
jSili
•  Large Cheese Pizza *  Italian Subs * Pastas
"NY Style” Thin Crust
Choose from 1S additional tbppings
Made the way pirra is supposed to taste
Hot and Cold 
All on 9" rolls
They will melt in your mouth!
All your fayorites
Baked to perfection marinara sauce 
Smothered in 10088 mozzarella cheese
By the Slice ANYTIME ,  s j i a j j  4  Antipastos *  Dessert
with your choice of toppings ^ . .Cool 4 crisp
^  Made with freshest ingredients
t  , " V Choice of homemade dressings
• S o f t  P r i n k s  • B e e r  • W i n e  » M u c h  M o r e *
: r% 7 .
FAST I k i ;f: i)i:i.m:i<v oi' f:v i  ikf : s ii:n l
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Raleigh
C anondale BAYWOOD CYCLERY.Specialized
2179 10th St. Lo* Omm, California 93402
(805) 528-5115
THE BEST DEALS IN THE COUNTY
•Tomaso *M adichi Tamasini «Paletti
----  -tu------rm
T tlw B añ g T )Q lT y "C o ü p o ñ ^
$ 3 .0 0  O F F
Present this coupon and receive 
$3.00 o ff the regular price o f a 
haircut!
(reg. $11.00) Exp. 4/10/87
774 Palm  St. Call Gina for an appointm ent 544-1213
'|BBiKBr85BTT5SiSor” ” —*
$ 1 0 .0 0  O F F
Present this coupon and receive 
\CJVK>^  $10.00 o ff  the regular price o f a
Body Wave or Perm! 
o rO O ^ia r^  (reg. $40.00) Exp. 4/10/87
774 Palm St. Call Gina for an appointment 544-1213 I
( (S u p o n |( " k" s  ^
$1.00 OFF
Any order of $5.00 or more
N E R O 'S  •  1 0 1 7  M o n te r e y  St, S L O  •  5 4 3 -1 1 1 4
Coupon expires 3 / 15/87 not valid with other promotions
^  'nkttli <■ fMMJ M ~  m  ’fHUt, . imMA  M
$2.00 OFF
Any order of $9.00 or more
N E R O 'S  •  1 0 1 7  M o n te r e y  St, S LO  •  5 4 3 -1 1 1 4
Coupon expires 3 /1 5 /8 7  Mot valid with other promotions
T l i K i a a i S r D c ^ O w i o o n ^
20%OFF ALL ACCESSORIES
with coupon 
expires March 17,1987
FREE INNER TUBE
with any tire purchase 
with this coupon 
expires M arch 17,1987
I ’m  Crazy For Y o u . . .
>
iO!V r
• ' V ^ '
c
J O ’ c > < 9 n ^ ‘
^WOODSTOCK’S
=PIZZA
"e Deliver 541-4420
X V i 'C
-K>
iiP 0 /1 ^  C - J
^  1015 Court Street SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs^
$1.00 OFF any 
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA 
541-4420
one co u p o n  per pizza 
expires 3/15/87
“ “ n C T 5 lo n irB a n y ''5 ò o p o fir“ " ’
$1.50 OFF any 
WOODSTOCKS SPECIAL
(5 items for the price of 4)
541-4420
one co up on  per pizza 
expires 3/15/87
'  ~  ~  IW ù s tó n g  T )Q lT y~C o ù p c)? ìì“*  * *  ~
$1.00 OFF any Large 
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
and 2 FR EE  Softdrinks
541-4420
one co up on  per pizza 
expires 3/15/87
T S 3 p o n f" " *
2 FREE Softdrinks
with any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA 
541-4420
one co up on  per pizza 
expires 3/15/87
" " " T^i^uSongTialTy^rSooponl" * * "
“COLLEGETOURS”
 ^A' 23*
expires 3/20/87
$1.99
S a n d w ic h
thats at least a $1.50 off
Pick Up Only
544-6356
C''-' "l ^ i S a ì y B a l i r ' ^ u p ò n f * '
$1.99
m
Trip Includes: f
V ’^ ound trip train transportation fronn  ^
Mexicali to Mazatlan
■  Lodging (4 per room) in beach front or 
near beach hotel
■  Nightly cocktail party-all you can 
drink-FREE'
■  COLLEGE TOURS Pacifico T-shirt
■  Discount coupons good for complimentary 
drinks, and special deals at local 
restaurants and establishments
■  Special midweek, 4-hour, 10 Star Party 
with tree drinks and food!
■  Private parties at Valentino's, El Cid and 
Frankie Oh discos
■  Best Tan Contest lor Guys and Girls- 
FREE TRIP in 88 for the winner!
■  Co-ed tournaments and beach events 
volleyball tug-of-war, kamakazi race, beer 
relay, bellyllop contest, world's largest 
shoe scramble, COLLEGE TOURS wheel of 
fortune. COLLEGE TOURS beach bingo,
and a lot more group games with prizes for 
the winners!
■  AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
-
FREE DEBVERY 544-6356 '  ' \
SPRING BREAK ‘87 
k  W IN ATRIP
FORTWOTO
S a n d w ic h
thats at least a $1.50 off
Pick Up Only
expires 3/20/87 544-6356
CO
JO ujoc
t-
m ZATLAN
O N L Y  9 D A YS T IL L  D R A W IN G
EVERY Tfl/IE You Order A Sandwich 
or Salad Your Name Will Be Entered 
In The Spring Break ’87 Sweepstakes, 
(fill out entry blank to the right)
and
"COLLEGE TOURS"
MAZATLAN
_  Name:
^  Phone:
Address:
Must buy a full price sandwich or salad
"™ ~n ^*” l5ii^5o5^0ouponT'
CO ^  
JO UjQC
2  !±!!±'
and
"COLLEGE TOURS"
MAZATLAN
Name:
Phone:
Address:
Must buy 9 (u/lprlpe sandwich or salad
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Thursday 2 6
•A L’Abri Fellowship video 
entitled “ Man’s Work/Women’s 
Work: How Different?’’ will
begin at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
Bishop Lounge.
•ASI Outings will hold a 
workshop on basic leadership 
and communication skills at 11 
a.m. Thursday in the University 
Union Craft Center Gallery.
•The Society of Flight Test 
Engineers will hold a balsa wood 
airplane test flight at 11 a.m. 
T h u rsd ay  in C hum ash  
Auditorium.
•All entries for the Rose Float 
Design Contest must be received 
by 5 p.m. Thursday in University 
Union Room 217.
•The Multi-Cultural Center will 
hold a martial arts presentation 
at 11 a.m. Thursday in the Uni­
versity Union Plaza.
•The Placement Center will 
hold a summer job search 
workshop for architecture majors
at 11 a.m. Thursday in Business 
Administration and Education 
Building Room 206.
•The Graphic Design Club will 
have a speaker at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday in University Union 
Room 220.
Thursday’s Women’s Week 
activities:
•A speech by Opio-Odongo 
titled “ Beyond Crisis: Women
and Social Development in 
Africa’’ will be at 9 a.m. Thurs­
day in University Union Room 
220.
•A panel discussion on “Gov­
ernment: Choosing a Piece of the 
Action’’ will be at 10 a.m. 
Thursday in University Union 
Room 216.
•Judy Grahn, poet and the 
author of Another Mother 
Tongue, will talk about “ What 
Do 1 Mean by W om en’s 
Science?’’ at 11 a.m. Thursday in 
University Union Room 220 as 
part of the Arts & Humanities 
Lecture Series.
•A women’s poetry reading by 
students, faculty and staff will 
be at noon Thursday in Univer­
sity Union Room 216.
•Barbara Mori will talk about 
“ Women and Choices in a Tradi­
tional Art in Japan’’ at 2 p.m.
Thursday in University Union 
Room 216.
•A panel discussion on 
“ Women and Eating Disorders: 
Sickness or Choice?’’ is at 3 p.m. 
Thursday in University Union 
Room 219.
•Music by D. Charlo Vogt, 
N.D., will be presented at 4 p.m. 
Thursday in University Union 
Room 216.
•The Maiko Women’s Drum 
Ensemble will perform at 7 p.m. 
T h u rsd ay  in C hum ash  
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 in 
advance and $3.50 at the door.
friday 2 7
•Signups for a trip to Catalina 
Island during the weekend will 
be Friday in the Escape Route, 
University Union Room 112.
Friday’s Women’s Week 
activities:
•Margaret Berrio will talk 
about “ Feminist Child Rearing:
•  Mcmhor ol the AiiKTieun 
Opioinctnc Assoualion
•  Kyccare ('onsuitjnl lor 
t'al Poly Health Center
•  Speeiali/iny: m Contaet 
l.enses
•  All l.ens Types Available. 
Including Sleep-In and 
Tinted
All Cases Accepted 
Kegardlc'ss ol 
Dittic'ulty
Selection ol the 
Latest hashion 
Lyeware
Altordahle Lees
Student Discounts
“Vision 
With Care.”
You’ll like the personal 
attention we give to your total 
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our I'rtendly 
stall, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection, and 
alTordable lees.
Derek I .^ Coombs, O.D.
DiKior of Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
5 4 3 -4 7 7 7
Teahouse of the 
August Moon
TAIKAI f .  W
japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar
Authentic Japanese Gourmet Specialties 
including Tempura & Teriyaki.
1
Try one of our Delicious Lunch 
and Dinner Combinations.
OPEN TUES.-SUN.; LUNCH 11 a.m. • DINNER S-1R p.m.
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An Impossible Dream?’’ at 9 
a.m. Friday in University Union 
Room 216.
•A panel discussion on “ Anger 
and Abdication: Who’s Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf?’’ will be at 10 
a.m. Friday in University Union 
Room 220.
•A talk by Barbara Scott 
about “ Development of Personal 
Power’’ is at 11 a.m. Friday in 
University Union Room 216.
•A panel discussion on “ Af-
firmative Action: Issues Concer­
ning Women in the CSU 
System’’ will be at noon Friday 
in University Union Room 220.
•Laura Freberg will talk about 
“ The Impact of Daycare on 
Children’’ at 1 p.m. Friday in 
University Union Room 220.
•A panel discussion on how 
“ The Independent Woman Can 
Still Choose Marriage’’ will be at 
2 p.m. Friday in University 
Union Room 220.
O BY
art supplies crafts leather (Tandy) models
Downtown San Luis Obispo 
855 Marsh Street
for your convienence, open Sunday 12:00-4:00 
544-5518
TCBV” Yogurt..
A Hard Act To Follow!
Nobody upstages “TOBY 
frozen yogurt. All the great 
taste of premium ice cream, 
with fewer calories. It’s 
lower in cholesterol and 
96 % fat-free, too.
Good for you, 
delicious, and served so 
many ways. Take it 
from me. Nothing 
tops “TOBY” !
T^^ li Fatm Me,
1986 TCBY Syslons, Inc.
TCBV
The Country^ Best )ifgurt^
All Of The Pleasure. None Of The Guilt.*
1131 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo, CA
_______________ _____________________________________
Buy One, Get One FREE!
Anything In The Store!
This coupon entitles the bearer to get one of any item (pies ex­
cluded) when another item of equal value is purchased at par­
ticipating TCBY Yogurt stores. Only one coupon per pur­
chase. Void where prohibited by law. 
expires 3/20/87
IT'S NOT TOO EARLY
To start thinking about next year’s housing
ValeiKna
Independent Student Living
For more info call Lisa
rî4;M450
• « « f # » t f
I « «• • « • I • .« • • *
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Date rape becoming more prevalent on college campuses
By Jeff Blizzard
Staff Writer
A friendly date turns into a vi­
olent crime after a man forces a 
woman to have sex against her 
will and without her consent.
Does this constitute rape?
Four people speaking on a 
panel about date rape Tuesday 
said that such incidents are call­
ed date rape and are becoming 
more common on college cam­
puses. The panel was part of the 
many presentations during 
Women’s Week.
Paul Cousins, coordinator of 
student development at Sierra 
Madre dorms, said that in ap­
proximately 90 percent of the 
rapes reported the victims knew 
the assailant — whether it was a 
friend or a date — even though 
very few cases of rapes are 
reported.
“ Rape is forced sexual inter­
course against a person’s will 
and without their consent,’’ said 
Cousins. “ Sexual assault is forc­
ed genital contact against a per­
son without their consent.’’
Cousins emphasized both men 
and women can be rape or sexual 
assault victims.
Rita Rich, a registered nurse 
and mental health counselor at 
the Health Center, said men of-
MEMtEM
PEUCEOT OWNERS 
ClUR OE AMERICA
544-9340
GASOLINE • DIESEL TRANSAXLEREBUILDING
8 A.M . - 5 P.M. 
MON. - F R I .
SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE 
SERVICE & REPAIR ON 
V0LK8WMEN • PORSCHE •  AUDI ■ BMW\ 
PEUQEOT• CUROEH
2899 McMillan Road, San Luis Obispo
College
Seniors
How To Succeed Brilliantly.
Meet With A Company 
That Succeeds. Continually.
To thrive in telecommunications and information 
services for 25 years a company needs to know 
about leadership and success. And we do.
We're Contel Corporation. After 700
acquisitions, we're on the leading edge of 
technology. We'd like to tell you how 
we got there. Our large telephone 
network has been one of our 
major successes. As a 
successful leader, we provide 
innovative ideas, technical 
support in a working environment 
where people can excel, and a 
histoi3  ^of one success after another. And 
it continues to work for us. We can offer
our
Western Division headquarters in Victorville. Let 
us tell you more about what success is all about 
... Contel.
If you have a Bachelor's Degree in
Business Administration 
or Engineering,
please stop by the Placement Office 
to schedule an appointment for
Friday, March 6.
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/h/v.
S  Telephone 
SB® Operations
PEOPLE IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY
ten feel entitled to having sex 
with a woman after spending 
money on her during a date.
“ A person has wined and dined 
a woman and says ‘Hey, I spent 
a lot of money on you’ ’’ said 
Rich.
If a man forced his girlfriend to 
have sex against her will after 
spending money on her on a date 
that, too, is rape, said Cousins.
Cousins attacked some myths 
held about rape, such as the be­
lief that rape does not happen at 
Cal Poly. Statistics from self- 
reports show a high percentage 
of date rapes happen to college 
women.
These self-reports are not 
compiled crime statistics but 
surveys that asked men and 
women if they had been victims 
or assailants of rape and sexual 
assault.
Cousins said that as high as 50 
percent of college women have 
been sexually assaulted at some 
time in their lives.
Applied to Cal Poly, this 
means as many as 500 of the 
1,100 women living in residence 
halls, for example, may have 
.been sexually assaulted at some 
point in their lives, said Cousins.
According to these same 
numbers, as many as 30 percent 
of college women may have been 
raped.
In contrast, as many as 18 
percent of men on campus may 
have raped a woman if these 
self-report studies are applied to 
Cal Poly, said Cousins.
Other myths discounted by 
Cousins included: rape is just
sex; it is not rape unless a 
woman fights back; men who 
rape are insane; victims rarely 
know their attackers; and some 
women ask for it.
“ Saying a woman is asking for 
it is like saying a man wants to 
get kicked in the groin,’’ said 
Cousins.
He added that some women 
believe they have not been raped
Servicing
if they know the assailant, and 
that is wrong.
Elie Axelroth, counselor for 
Cal Poly Counseling Services, 
said many women often feel guil­
ty or worried about jeopardizing 
a friendship with a man if he 
forces himself on her and she has 
to say no.
“ We need to begin to protect 
each other, men and women,’’ 
said Axelroth. “ When a woman 
says no, she has to be clear and 
assertive and men have to accept 
that no.’’
Axelroth said there are 
measures women can take to 
protect themselves from date or 
acquaintance rape.
Women should stay away from 
men who are hostile, who demean 
women by their speech or 
physical gestures and who inter­
pret things sexually, said Ax­
elroth. She also urged students 
to drink with caution because 
alcohol is often involved in date 
rapes.
“ Only 10 percent of rapes are 
by strangers but with date and 
acquaintance rape there is a lot 
we can do,’’ said Axelroth. “ As 
women we really need to trust 
our own sense and perceptions.’’
Fred Stultz, associate pro­
fessor in psychology and human 
development, said women need to 
trust their instincts and be aware 
of any cues that men may be giv­
ing.
“ Trust your guts,’’ said Stultz.
Stultz said if a conversation 
suddenly turns sexual in nature 
or a man makes comments about 
a woman’s body if they are alone 
then women need to realize that 
these are warning cues.
Stultz said men who engage in 
sexual relations with women 
because they want to have power 
or assertiveness over women are 
also sending cues. If these ideas 
become dominant in men and 
there is no regard for a mutuall) 
satisfying relationship, then 
these are seeds for future pro­
blems.
VW • PORSCHE • AUDI • BMW
SINCE 1971
273 PACIFIC ST:, SLO CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
543-7473
Tuesday - Saturday 8;30-5;30
GERMAN AUTO
IQt
Happy Hour at Uptown Liquor 
10%  O F F  all liquor,
beer and wine (excluding kegs).
Monday through Friday 4 to 6pm
1248 Monterey St, SLO 543-6721 
1B(=JIDE IBE 3 B E EIBE
Resume Express »
•“Your Resume Resource Contact" \
2-Day T urn-around, or 
1-Day RUSH SERVICE
“ Expressly request” the 
R ^su m d  Express^^’ Package: 
Your customized LaserWritten resume, 
plus 25 Kinko's copies, blank sheets 
and matching envelopes.
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M E L V I N  P A R K E R
Mustangs’ senior forward making the most 
of limited playing time to prove he belongs
BY ELMER RAMOS, Staff Writer
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mutlang Dally
D espite being a vital cog and the emotional spark on last season’s championship-winning Cal Poly 
basketball team, Melvin Parker was not 
named to any of the all-conference teams. 
In fact, he did not receive a single vote, 
not even for honorable mention.
So when the senior forward began his 
final season last November, he did so 
with a purpose — to prove that his 
absence from the all-conference list was a 
mistake.
“ 1 figured this year I’d come back and 
show them that I deserved it,” Parker 
says. ‘Tm  not that big on individual 
awards, but 1 thought I deserved it last 
year.”
Although Parker did not receive 
postseason honors, he made a definite 
impact on the Mustangs, who finished 
12-2. He was Cal Poly’s third-leading 
scorer (10.9) and second-leading re­
bounder (5.1), and was arguably the 
league’s best sixth man.
With Cal Poly having wrapped up its 
second straight California Collegiate 
Athletic Association title, Parker feels he 
has succeeded in proving his worth. 
After all, he is among the conference 
leaders in scoring (15.2 ppg) and reboun­
ding (6.9rpg).
He says head coach Steve Season has 
helped him improve his defense, especial­
ly underneath the basket. And after be­
ing almost exclusively an inside scorer 
last year, he has developed an effective 
jump shot from 12 feet.
His progress, however, has not come 
easily,
A moped accident and some difficulty 
learning Season’s new defensive scheme 
kept Parker out of the starting lineup for 
the first few games. Then, a couple of 
weeks into the season, his grandmother 
passed away, bringing him down emo­
tionally.
After finally becoming a starter, he 
proved to be a force. In the conference 
opener against Cal State Sakersfield, he 
collected 25 points and 11 rebounds, 
numbers which earned him CCAA 
player-of-the-week honors. Sut foul 
trouble and and a coaching decision 
knocked him out of the starting lineup a 
couple weeks later.
“ They (coaches) say the reason I’m not 
out there is because of my lack of hustle 
and defense,” Parker says. “ I make 
defensive errors, but I don’t think 
they’re enough to keep me out of the 
game.”
Although his playing time was cut, his 
production did not sufffer. Having to 
watch the opening tipoff from the bench, 
however, has not been easy.
“ Psychologically, being a senior, it 
takes a lot out of you,” he says. “ I’ll 
never play aaain after this year, so it 
hurts.”
Parker admits that, at first, he sulked 
when he was demoted to bench duty.
“ I became self-centered,” he says, “ but 
that wasn’t good for the team. I can’t be 
selfish. I’ll do whatever is best for the 
team.”
One of the things he does best is fire
up the team and the crowd when he 
enters a game.
“ I’m a very emotional player,” he 
says. “ I play for the team and the crowd. 
I love to hear the roar of the crowd.”
Season admires Parker’s acceptance of 
his role: “ He wants to start, but he’s 
sacrificing his own interests for the good 
of the team. He doesn’t complain, and 
when his opportunities come, he does his 
best for the team.”
Losing his starting status, Parker 
says, has taught him humility. But he 
has dealt with similar situations before. 
After being the star at Santa Rosa 
Junior College, he came to Cal Poly the 
same time as former Cuesta College star 
Sean Chambers, and was promptly over­
shadowed by the All-America forward.
“ When you leave junior college, you 
leave all your past glory behind,” he 
says. “ But this is probably the best team 
I’ve ever been on. Sean Chambers is the 
best player I’ve ever played with.”
Although they almost fought when 
they first met, Parker and Chambers 
have become close friends and one of the 
best one-two punches in the league. 
When Parker scored his career-high 28 
points last weekend, most of his buckets 
came on passes from Chambers, who col­
lected 11 assists.
Last weekend turned out to be the 
climax of his career, Parker says. His 
shocking three-point basket in the final 
moments against Los Angeles and his 28 
points against Northridge set up Mark 
Otta’s consecutive-night, game-winning 
buckets.
“ That (three-pointer) was my most 
memorable moment,” he says. “ I mean, 
to shoot a three-pointer when you’re not 
a three-point shooter, that was great.”
Although the CCAA tournament and a 
possible berth in the NCAA playoffs lie 
ahead, Parker knows his basketball 
career is near the end. However, he is not 
leaving unfulfilled. He is virtually 
assured of all-CCAA honors, and most 
important to him, he is going out a win­
ner.
He can only speculate as to how much 
more he could have done had he stayed 
clear of foul trouble and remained a 
starter, but he has no regrets about 
deciding to come to Cal Poly. Not having 
everything go as planned has helped him 
learn the realities of life, he says, and 
that is just as valuable as what he learns 
in the classroom.
Parker will return to school next year 
to finish his degree. A social sciences 
major, he plans to become a probation 
officer and assist troubled teenagers, 
perhaps in Oakland.
It was there that he grew up and honed 
his basketball skills, the ones he has used 
to generate excitement and help win 
championships. That, he says, is his way 
of thanking Cal Poly and San Luis 
Obispo for giving him the chance to 
shine.
“ For me, basketball was the true tick­
et,” he says. “ It helped me get further in 
life. I just want to do my best for this 
school. What more can you give a school 
that’s given you everything.”
» • ♦ 4 •
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Foundation disputes its image as a ‘big, bad^ organization
By Karin Tindall
Staff Writer
When students buy a textbook 
at the bookstore, a soda out of a 
campus vending machine or a 
sandwich at the Sandwich Plant, 
they may not give too much 
thought as to where that money 
is going. The prices seem high, 
and many people may feel ripped 
off: someone is getting a profit 
from all this, but who?
However, the Cal Poly Foun­
dation has a different view of the 
situation. The Foundation is the 
independent corporation that 
runs El Corral Bookstore and 
Food Services, and those who 
run these two arms of the Foun­
dation say its purpose is not to 
make money, but to enrich the 
university by providing services 
and supporting programs.
Associate Director of Food 
Service Alan Cushman agreed 
that the Foundation isn’t the 
most popular organization on 
campus.
“ The Foundation doesn’t have 
the best image in the world but it 
does all it can for the Universi­
ty,’’ said Cushman. He also said 
people tend to think of the 
organization as “ the big, bad 
Foundation.’’
What doesn’t help, according 
to Cushman, is that new stu­
dents on campus are required to 
buy a meal plan when they live in 
the dorms. Because of this, stu­
dents may develop a sense of be­
ing “ ripped off’’ by the Founda­
tion — and that feeling may be 
carried on throughout their stay 
at Cal Poly as they find 
themselves at the bookstore each 
quarter buying books and sup­
plies.
However, according to Court 
Warren, operations manager for 
El Corral, most of the income 
derived from the sale of text­
books doesn’t go back to the 
bookstore. Depending on the 
book, between 77 and 80 percent 
of the ticket price is paid to the
publisher. Another 20 to 23 per­
cent goes to pay salaries, 
operating expenses and shipping 
charges.
The bookstore’s net income 
from each textbook dollar is be­
tween three quarters of a cent 
and one penny. Warren pointed 
out that this is net income, not 
net profit. “ In fact, there is no 
profit because no one individual 
derives income,’’ he said.
The net income goes to the 
president’s office for University 
Services and is used for such 
things as organized fund-raising 
because the state can’t provide 
the needed money.
Warren emphasized that El 
Corral is concerned about high 
textbook prices. Warren said 
that in a survey comparing 89 of 
the largest bookstores in the 
country , including college 
bookstores at UCLA and Har­
vard, El Corral came in 31st 
under total sales, but came in 
71st under gross margin of
mark-up. This makes El Corral 
“ one of the lowest mark-up 
stores in the nation,’’ he said.
Warren pointed out that El 
Corral has an “ extremely ag­
gressive’’ used book program. 
“ That’s a way of keeping prices 
down for students,’’ he said.
El Corral’s operating expenses 
were rated 60th in the nation, a 
figure Warren is proud of. “ We 
try to keep prices down,’’ he said, 
“ and the statistics bear that 
out.’’
However, Warren said that 
textbooks haven’t escaped infla­
tio n . P rices  have risen  
significantly during the past 15 
years, and paper prices have 
gpne up as well.
“ We are very proud of the fact 
that we have control of our ex­
penses,’’ said Warren. The 
average inflation rate last year 
was less than 2 
prior to that 
averaged between 
cent each year.
percent, while 
inflation has 
5 and 7 per-
THE NEW YORK TIMES
HARDBACK BESTSELLERS
 ^ 35% OFF 35% OFF 35% OFF 3
10% OFF ALL OTHER BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
IN THE GENERAL BOOK DEPARTMENT ...NOW!
El Cbf ral G:^ Bookstore
r yUARNET
A large selection of sunglasses 
to choose from.
HELPING VOU MEET THE CHALLENGE.
3419 MIGUELITO, SAN LUIS OBISPO 543-1676
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With the net income from the 
bookstore, the Foundation sup­
ports university program s. 
Recently, the Foundation gave 
the University Development 
Center $400,000, with which the 
Center raised more than $7 
million in donations to the uni­
versity. “ We provided the seed 
money,’’ Warren said.
Foundation Food Services also 
funds projects on campus. Food 
Services is responsible for all the 
food served on campus — 
everything from the vending 
machines in the dorms to meal 
plans to the Campus Store and 
the Snack Bar.
According to Cushman, about 
40 percent of each incoming 
dollar goes to labor, 37 percent 
buys the food, and 18 percent 
goes to other operating expenses. 
Four percent goes into reserve.
Cushman said that out of each 
dollar. Food Services receives 1.5 
cents to put back into the opera­
tion. He said that this money — 
like profits from bookstore sales 
— is put back into the university.
The money is invested in 
various projects, Cushman said.
For example, last year the 
Foundation rem odeled the 
Sandwich Plant, which cost 
$500,000.
Cushman said one goal Food 
Services has is to improve its 
service to get more students to 
eat on campus. “ It takes a lot of 
time to go off campus to eat. If 
we can provide a nice environ­
ment and quality products, 
they’ll stay.’’
In addition to ongoing univer­
sity projects, the Foundation is 
giving money to athletics. 
Cushman said that after a stu­
dent vote urged the Foundation 
to help “ bail out’’ the sinking 
program, the Foundation was 
willing to put in half of the 
money because the students were 
willing to do the same. “ It was a 
commitment by the students, so 
the Foundation committed.’’
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PROPECTIVE CANDIDATES FOR ASI 
ELECTED OFFICES SOUGHT. FILING 
FOR ASI PRES., V.P., AND SENATORS 
OPEN MAR 2 MORE INFO AT UU217
SAM
Meeting Thur AG ENG 123 11AM 
Guest Speaker: Michael Fahs 
Speaking on
Organizational Communications
A WEEKEND IN LAS VEGAS!
EVERYONE WELCOME 
MARCH 20-22 CALL CHRIS 
544-0947
Sponsored by JILL 
The F.M. Club 549-9659
CAL POLY FOUNDATION BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS STUDENT MEMBERS 
TAKING APPLICATIONS THROUGH 
10 MARCH 87 SEE LINDA LEE 
UU 217 SAM 4PM
CAL POLY 
LACROSSE
SAT 2-20
VS.
u.o.p
SUN 3-1
VS.
SONOMA
(PARTY AFTER GAME!)
BOTH GAMES START AT 1:00PM, 
LOWER BASEBALLFIELD.
CbllegeTTepublicans
MEETING 
TUES7PMUU218 
Convention Update 
Bob Dole is coming
CRAVING SO ME FAST-PACED FUN??
Come join Business Council and 
AMA’s CLOCK TOWER 5K Fun Run,Sun. 
Mar 8. $5 entry fee includes 
T-shirt. Prizes will be awarded, 
signups at BooBoos or the UUPIaza
Creative and need money? 
design a logo for the School of 
Professional Studies and Education 
and WIN 50 dollars! For info Call 
Stacey 541-4069.
Get involved in ASI & Campus pro­
gramming! Program Board Rep open! 
Please call 549-0213. DEADLINE 3/3
HOW LONG CAN YOU KEEP IT UP? 
FIND OUT AT tHE SFTE FLIGHT TEST 
FLY OFF THURS11:30 IN CHUMASH
MARCH IS NUTRITION MONTH 
free info, from the Dietetics Club 
UU MARCH 2-6 10AM-1PM
MAZATLAN 87 PARTY IN THE SUN 
THIS SPRING BRK.SPACES FILLING 
QUICKLY.CALL TONY AT 541-4054 
FOR RESERVATIONS SOON.
PURPLE RAIN
1st TIME FOR A MIDNIGHT SHOW. 
DON'T MISS THIS PREMIERE. FREMONT 
FEB 27 & 28 ‘ DOOR PRIZES*
The next ELM Exam will be given 
on Saturday, March 14. Friday, 
Feb. 27 is the registration 
deadline. Registration forms 
can be obtained from the Test 
Office in the Counseling Center.
WANT TO ADOPT A GRANDPARENT 
COME TO THE SENIORS MEETING 
TONIGHT THURSDAY FEB 26 UU 219
ARTIST WANTED 
To design fun run t-shirt. For 
more info, call Ree Sports at 
546-1366 or stop by UU118.
Buy a new 1987 bikini now and get 
A SPARE BIKINI for only 5 BUCKS. 
Good thru Feb only. THE SEA BARN 
Avila Beach.
GOD MADE SOMETHING WONDERFUL 
February 26,1968 
Its name is Kristin 
Spam lives forever! Love Bubba
HEY POLYANNA!
!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Kick back. Relax and have a beer 
...off campus: Hope you encounter 
a thunderstorm!
SAIAD
Princess, Dudeman and Skippy
KEYBOARDIST WANTED FOR BAND 
Rock,Jazz,Fusion,Reggae, and 
European Influences. AL 543-4661
Ladies sports wear,tops,shorts, 
outfits etc. Final clearance sale 
ends Feb 28.Don’t be late THE SEA 
BARN Avila Beach
SINGLE-Videodating service-You 
View-Select confidentially-Quality 
types-$39 to new members 528-0717
A.E.P.
Get ready to take a 
pshchadellic trip with RHO 
WOODSTOCK '87
A-Phl Formal Dates
Thanks for the Wonderful time in 
Solvang! We had a blast! Hotel 
Sheraton won’t be the same without 
us! We love you! ALPHA PHI
ALL RIGHT, KAYDEE LADIES... 
GET READY FOR 
THE WHITE ROSE BALL
AOII.PHI KAPPA PSI,AND SAE! 
SIGMA KAPPA SENDS 
TO OUR GREAT NEW FRIENDS 
A BIG THANXÜ SKI BEAR FOREVER
ATTENTION:WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
KAPPA SIGMA ALUMNI AND ACTIVES 
PLEASE CALL 5418707 OR 5464268
AXO-WE HAD A GREAT TIME ROLLING 
ON THE FLOOR WITH YOU' LETS DO 
IT AGAIN-LOVEBETA
B. &S.,
The Alpha Phi formal came and 
went, but it was certainly an 
evening we’ll never forget.
10 o’clock came, we’re sorry we 
were late, but we had to be sure
B. was home from his date.
We sure had fun rappin’ in the 
car. Too bad we lacked Buffet and
C. e.R.
Partying, dancing, & wrestling 
til five, what? We’re we crazy? 
We’re lucky to be alive! 
Thanx,"boys”, for a "scandalous" 
time, but now we’re out on money, 
so we’re ending this rhyme!
XOXO,
A. &L.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW 
ALPHA PHI OFFICERS: Annie R.,P.J., 
Gina Giancomazzi,Molly Gianinni,Kelly 
McCosker,Kelley Connell,Molly O., 
Karen Kerchen,Lisa Satriano,Kelley 
Scalin,Erin M.,Liza,Suzy O.,Betsy, 
Brooke,Amanda,Michelle Bermanuel, 
Jill 0.,Ruthie,Christine,Sally,
Liz Q.,Kiki(TOCO),Traci S.,Debbie 
Francis,& Brenda! Look forward to 
an exciting year!
Delta Tau 
Rush
MEET THE FRATERNETIES,FEB. 18,7:30 
UU
TRAVEL THE WORLD FEB. 19,8:00 
T.G. FEB. 20,3:00
FUNERAL PARTY FEB. 21,8:00 
THIS BUD’S FOR YOU FEB. 23,8:00 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER WITH 
DINNER AND SORORITY FEB.25,6:30 
SMOKER (COAT AND TIE) FEB. 26,8:00 
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 543-9656
J.M.D.-Thanx for the great study 
break with JACK! We’ll have to 
do it again sometime-K.S.R.
LOLO
Your nr sis loves you tons!
RUSH
ALPHA SIGMA
Feb 19th 6pm Spaghetti Feed 
Feb 21st 1pm BBQ Beer & V-Ball 
Feb 22nd 7pm Gen Mtg All Welcome 
Feb 24th 6pm Smoker 
Feb 28th TBA Call 543-0283 
Feb 29th Gen Mtg All Welcome
IT’S V^RTH THE W ^
BETA RUSH
Coming the first 2 wks Spring Qtr.
THE EPSILON CHI ALPHA PHI
CHAPTER WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATU­
LATE Ann-Marie Davidow for“The 
Presidents Award",Katle Fanoe for 
the “Sisterhood Award”,Karen 
Ketchen for the "Outstanding 
Committee-Work Award”,Lisa 
Satriano for the "Inspiration!
Active Award", and Jill Livingston 
for the “Outstanding Officer 
Award!” Great job,you guys are 
awesome! We love you!
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C.I.A. PLOT?
JOHN STOCKWELL former CIA 
official will discuss the 
SECRET WARS OF THE CIA Mon March 
2nd 7:30pm.Chumash Tick 3.50 stud, 
4.00 public,.50 more at door.
Presented by ASI Speaker’s Forum.
Forget about Rush,come watch
RUGBY
VS.
U.of Arizona Sat 1:00 
Arizona St Sun 1:00
MUSTANG STADIUM 
Where the heck is ARIZONA
WOMAN TO WOMAN
SALLY THOMAS & REBECCA DENISON 
WILL SPEAK ON WOMEN’S CHANGING 
ROLE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
Tue Feb 24 7:30pm CHUMASH 
TICK. $1.00 at the door.Sponsored 
by ASI SPEAKERS FORUM in cooper­
ation w/ WOMEN’S WEEK COMMITTEE
FOUND: Car Keys with a blue 
spring clamp and nail clipper 
attached. Call 546-1143, ask for 
Peggy.
The Graduate is looking for bartenders, 
bar backs, and door people. Please app­
ly between 8 AM & 5 PM Wed. 2-25 thru 
Wed. 3-4. Ask for Leo or Myra 990 In­
d u s tr ia l Way
WANTED: 16 OVERWEIGHT PEOPH  
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN 
30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128
***FREE***FREE***FREE“ *FREE*** 
Attic insulation-Waterheater 
blankets-weatherstripping- 
Sponsored So Cal Gas Co. CALL 
ENERGY 544-4355 HELEN or MICKI. 
Don’t Miss Out!!!
FAST SERVICE-EXPERIENCED TYPIST 
1.50 PAGE 543-7631 CHRIS
FAST SERVICE-EXP TYPIST $1.50 
PAGE 544-2943,541-4761 PEGGY
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520 EVENINGS.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) 
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039
R&R WORD PROCESSING & TYPING 
(Rona) laser printer,w/100 plus fonts, 
student rates. M-Sat,9am-6pm,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE.
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing 
Service. Resumes,reports using laser 
printer or do-it-yourself using word pro­
cessor in our facility. 544-7676.
WORDPROCESSING-Senior Progects, 
Papers. Spell Check. 549-0833.
WORDPROCESSING-Senior Projects, 
papers. Spell check. 549-0833
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries.
Earn $600*/week in cannery, $8,000- 
$12,000*for two months on fishing 
vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary, Male or Female. 
For 52-page employment booklet, send 
$5.95 to: M&L Research, Box 84008, 
Seattle, W A 98124.
Looking for sharp salesperson to do 
yellow page sales. As high as 30% 
commission. Will be in area Friday 
morning to hire. Please call 
1-800-345-9743
Part-time Position for Marketing 
or Communications Student 10-15 hrs 
a week for afternoon telephone 
work 543-9006,1-922-5694
SEASONAL & SUMMER POSITIONS 
Temporary Help 
LIFEGUARDI, II, III: Salary:
$5.90-8.76 per hour* Provides life­
guard services at County swimming 
pools and beaches, including sur­
veillance, lessons, fee collection, 
etc. Must posses a valid CPR, First >
Aid and Advanced Lifesaving Certi­
ficates Water Safety Instructor 
Desirable. * Appointment may be made at 
any step or salary range, depending on 
qualifications.
PARK RANGER AIDE: Salary $6.54-7.95 
per hour. Under close supervision, 
performs a wide variety of tasks as a 
member of a ranger crew, inciuding 
groundkeeping, maintenance and cust­
odial work, enforcement of rules, laws, 
regulation and policies governing parks 
and County facilities; collects fees as 
required; clean and maintain swimming 
pools. Experience: Six months in a park 
or recreation area or 2 years college 
in Park Management or related field.
PARK GATE ATTENDANT: Salary: $5.53- 
6.73 per hour. Operates entrance station, 
collects fees, compiles data, provides 
information to public, performs camp­
ground counts and other related duties. 
Experience: Graduation from high school 
or a GED equivalent. In addition, one 
year experience which invoived general 
cashier duties and extensive public 
contact.
Submit County application form to 
Personnel Office, room 384, County 
Government Center, San Luis Obispo 
CA, 93408, by 3-6-87. (805) 549-5959.
AN EEO EMPLOYER.
TRUCK DRIVER: For local deliveries 
P/T-F/T hours,min. age 21,must have 
truck exp and good driving record. 
Must be avail during Summer. Class 1 
license not required. Call weekdays 
8am-11am 544-1343.
DISCOUNT DISKS FOR IBM/MAC 
TANTALUS COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
FREE DELIVERY IN SLO 544-4059
Typewriter Portable not electric 
Nearly new with case. Perfect 
condition. Sell at half price 544-1499
1986 TOMAS MORF 65B Saddle-Bags," 
windshield and signals $450 obo 
Call after 3 466-1664
SUZUKI GS850G Fairing rack etc. 
50(X) miles asking $1795 528-1022
82 PUCH bored out eng. 2X power of reg. 
moped. $375 obo John 541-3931
MENS RALEIGH 26” 10-SPEED 
RUNS GOOD $60 LINDA 544-4312
MT BIKE Univega Alpina Uno 
Like New $320 546-3563
RACE BIKE FOR SALE MIYATA PRO 
21 LBS SUNTOUR SUPERBE CMPTS 
ACCESSORIES INCL $350 541-3599
MAZDA RX-7 19855-Speed Excell. Cond. 
$9200 OBO 528-8556.
TOYOTA TERCEL 1980 5speed am/fm/8 
track a/c $1900 call 544-8018
TOYOTA COROOLA 1973 runs good 
24-30 mpg am/fm cass w/auto rev 
$700 OBO 489-3875 mess 489-6638
1970 VW SQBK AM/FM cassette,4spd, 
runs great.recent paint,many new 
parts,must sell,$1600 OBO 544-7769
76 TOYOTA CORONA SR5 D^UXE  
GOOD CONDITION,GOOD TIRES, AMFM 
MUST SELL!$850.00 OBO 544-0398
AVAIL. 3/25 1 BLOCK FROM POLY 
OWN ROOM,FURN.$250 MORF 543-4989
Available MARCH 21 
2 single person rooms in 
spacious apt., 196/mo. 
Call Eves 549-9119
BEST DEAL IN TOWN MALE SPRorSM 
GREAT ROOMMATES,POOL,FUNISHED 
MICROWAVE,5 MIN WALK TO POLY 
OWN RM WOODSIDE 544-8499,$195.
CEDAR CREEK MALE RMT $260 MO 
546-9809 (NO DEPOSIT)
F Rmmate needed SPRING qtr - 
160/mo - Call Shelly 549-9088
FEM RMMT WANTED TO S H A R E ^ O ^  
IN 2BD,2BATH APT SPRQ. Walk to 
Poly $240/mo. Debbie 543-0130
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
SHARE FURNISHED RM/APT. 
$150mo. Avail 3/9 CALL 546-9264
FEMALE Needed to share rm Sp Qtr. 
In large furnished townhouse 
2 blocks from Poly! CALL 549-9341
FEMALE needed to shr room at 
Cedar Creek-2 min walk to Poly 
Avail. SPR Qrt 220/mo Negot 
Call 544-4228
Female Roommate needed for Spring 
Qtr.Nice apt,rent nego 543-2986
FML to share rm in house close to 
Poly/Spr Qtr./Best offer/544-4735
FREE HOUSEMATES!
THAT’S RIGHT! RENT YOUR OWN RM 
IN A HOUSE 4 SPG QTR AND GET 5 
GREAT HOUSEMATES ABSOLUTELY 
FREE.WASH/DRY/MICROA/VALLS. ONLY 
$199.95! CALL DAVE 541-5889 m/f
Guys rm to share. 180/obo Walk to 
Poly. One spot. 541-2567 for info
HELP!!
Male rmmt needed to share rm. 
Spring Qtr.Close to Poly,furn.
Rent $185/mo nego. Kevin 541-6829
Housemate needed near Poly Own 
Room 207&1/4 util. Call 544-9407
Lg. Lake OWN ROOM beg. Mar 15 $225 
Was/Dry,Micro,Dshwasher 543-4846
M/F MASTER BDRM IN LAGUNA LAKE 
HOUSE $350/175 NEG 541-0560.
M RMMT NEEDED TO SHR RM 3/1 
Neat,Responsible,Nonsmoker 
$165/mo. Ken 541-1993
MALE ROOMMATE Needed for Spr Qtr. 
Quiet area TV/cable walk to Poly 
Share Apt. Info Call 549-0575 Luke
Male Rmmt to share Rm at Mustang 
Vil. 170/mo. Call Bryan 549-0207
MALE TO SHARE RM IN SLO DUPLEX 
FRPLCE/LAUND 160./MO. 541-3749
MURRAY ST. STATION SPG. QTR. 
$170/MO OBO. STEFAN 543-7176
NEED: FEMALE RMMT SPRING QTR 
to share rm in furn apt. Close to 
Poly! $178/mo. nego. Joni 549-9789
OWN ROOM $225 Fe Nonsmoker 
Dshwsh Micro Wsh/Dry 541-1379
RMATE wanted SPR QTR,$165mo share 
2BED/2BA APT IN SLO 546-8257
ROOM AVAIL NOW IN HOUSE M or F 
rent negotiable/own rm or share 
food/util. incl. eves 544-8233
SPLENDID SPRING SUBLET! 
Male rmmt to share rm in 2 
bdrm apt. 10 min walk to Poly, 
furnished $195/mo. 543-1321
WANTEDIFem Rmmt Own Room 185/mo 
Close to Poly. Avail 3/1 549-9566
1to2 Roommates Needed For Spr QTr 
Close to Poly,cheap rent 549-9177
1979 FORD MUSTANG 4SPEED 4CYL. 
TURBO. AIRCOND. STEREO HIGH MIL. 
BUT RUNS GREAT.$1400 OR BSTOFR. 
CALL KEN AT 541-6292
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED SPG. 
QTR. Two rooms available in large 
house close to Poly. 541-8636.
2 MorF NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN 
HOUSE MANY EXTRAS CALL 541-8708
3 FEMALES NEEDED TO SHARE NEW 
2 bedroom condo micro w/d fp plus! 
$225mo. CALL 544-4312
Cedar Creek Spr Qrt Female Rmt 
$260 mo 544-8829 (No Deposit).
CEDAR CREEK,SPR QRT~M^E~RMT 
$260 mo 541-2669 (NO DEPOSIT)
OWN ROOM at WOODSIDE-NEGOTT 
RENT-CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-6701
PINE CREEK YOUR OWN RM For Spr. 
Qtr. $220-$300 EVES. 544-4382
ROOM FOR RENT AVILA 275 UTIL 
INC. 595-7734 EVES OR WEEK-ENDS
Room for Rent in house 1 mile 
from Poly. Fully equipped house 
with washer/dryer. Pets OK room 
available new $225&util 544-8253
Townhouse for rent w/fireplace & 
patio 2 lg. bedrms 1 Vt baths cable 
hotwater370/month Mark or Daryl 
544-0467 anytime
$125/MO. For Spring and/or Summer.
1 or 2 Persons needed
Fully Furnished. SCOTT 549-8468.
FEM RMMT NEEDED OWN ROOM 
250mo.
CLOSE TO POLY CALL 541-6510 eve.
Are you looking for a list of 
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia 
agt. County Properties, 544-5777.
THINKING OF BUYING A HO USE^  
For a free list of all the afford­
able houses and condos for sale 
in SLO, including condos near Poly, 
Call Steve Nelson F/S Inc. 543-8370. 
Leave Message
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CONFERENCE
From page 1
to be a top national conference,” 
said Ken Walters, dean of the 
School of Business. ‘‘Genetech is 
the success story of the ’80s.”
primarily by two Cal Poly 
business students, Kara Smith 
and Keith Eggleton. Walters 
picked the two to help him put 
together the conference. Both
The conference was organized Smith and Eggleton were sent to
a similar conference in Texas in 
April to help them get an idea of 
how the event should be orga­
nized.
The conference is set to take 
place on April 3 and 4 at the
Afraid to make that long term
commitment to fitness^
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Park Suite Hotel. Students who 
are interested in going to the 
conference must first apply 
because only a number of stu­
dents will be accepted to attend. 
Applications are due March 1. 
There is no charge for attending 
the conference.
“ We are primarily looking for 
business or engineering students 
with an interest in high-tech 
management,” said Eggleton.
According to Eggleton, appli­
cants will be selected on the 
basis of interest in the topic, ex­
tracurricular involvement and 
primarily an upper division class 
standing. Grade point average is 
not a factor in the decision.
A number of other California
universities and universities
from throughout the Western 
states have been invited to at­
tend.
“The conference will help the 
students learn what oppor­
tunities are available for them,” 
said Walters. “ They will get ex­
posure to people who have
started their own company and
been successful with it.
“ In order to compete, the
United States has to take new 
technology to the market. This 
involves marketing, product 
development, finance and put­
ting together a company. All of 
those make up an entrepreneur- 
ship.” ______
NICARAGUA
From page 1
evaluating the first draft of the 
new constitution could be a help 
in this area. As a result of these 
sessions, the new constitution 
will establish equality between 
men and women.
Because many women are 
single heads of households, the 
constitution will ensure that men 
share equally in raising all of 
their children, regardless of 
whether they are married to the 
children’s mothers, they said.
During their trip, both women 
saw prison chambers where 
children had been drowned and 
electrocuted during Somoza’s 
regime. They said they spoke 
with one woman who in the last
few days of Somoza’s reign saw 
her own child and other ran­
dom ly-chosen neighborhood 
children executed.
Thomas said the material aid
«
SUPER P l ^ ^ ^ e Í E 'a m P ü ^ i  
i n e w  CASJIB5SS.
MANY MORE
DEMOS
TO
CHOOSE
FROM!
WE STILL HAVE THE INCREDIBLE
JVC R12 A M /FM  
CASSETTE STEREO
•  SEP/BASS/TREBLE
•  FADER
•  AUTO REVERSE
•  CLOCK
•  15 PRE-SETS 
REG. *189 95
CLARION 8100R DIGITAL 
A M /FM  CASSETTE STEREO
•  FAST FWD./REWIND
•  SCAN
•  FADER
•  10 PRE-SETS 
REG *189.95
NOW ONLY »119«»
CLARION 6300R A M /FM
CASSETTE STEREO
•  AUTO REVERSE
•  BASS/TREBLE
•  TAPE SEARCH
•  4 WAY FADER 
REG. *189.95
NOW ONLY
$ 1 3 9 9 5
CHECK THIS OUT!
SONY CDX-R7 A M /FM  
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
FOR YOUR CAR.
NOW ONLY
$ 1 9 9 9 5
1
TAKE THE SHORT DRIVE PAST SLO AIRPORT AND SAVE!
REG. *699.95  
NOW 
ONLY
$45Q9S
ound. on IVkeeU 541-2195
« • 390  BUCKLEY RD. (b u ild in g  f) SAN LUIS OBISPO
OPEN
MON - FRIDAY 9-6 
SAT. 10-5
given to women’s organizations 
in Nicaragua has helped to im­
prove their lives.
“ Up to this date we have rais­
ed and donated to (Nicaraguan 
women’s groups) AMES and 
AMNLAE $35,000 in support,” 
said Thomas. “One thing to 
remember with material aid is 
how far a little money goes.”
Denison said Nicaraguan peo­
ple were very friendly during 
their visit and held no animosity 
toward the American group. She 
said Nicaraguans told them the 
American public has to share 
part of the blame for the Contras 
being supported by the United 
States, because the public has 
believed President Reagan’s lies.
“ The women of Nicaragua 
wanted to send back their 
message of peace and their hope 
for an end to the Contra war,” 
said Thomas.
MUSTANG
DAILY
is now accepting 
applications for the 
position o f  editor for  
the 1987-1988 school 
year. Call Susan at 
546-1143 for more 
information. Deadline 
is March 6.
CAL POLY STUDENT SPECIAL!!
Bring in this coupon any day from 5pm - 10pm and 
get $1.00 o ff a deiicious Deiuxe Burger (served 
with green salad and thick fries)
We A lso  Feature :
• Sandwiches •  Omelettes •
•  Breakfast Served All Day •
• Moderate Prices • Convenient Location •
• Open 7 Days. 6am - 10pm
1885 Monterey Street In SLO 544-4254
' ' b n
$1.00 OFF
A N Y  D ELU XE H A M B U R G E R  AT AR K  T W O  oo
• Hawaiian. Mushroom. Teriyaki & 13 other styles g
• Includes green salad & thick fries |
• Coupon good any day 5pm - 10pm |
ARK TWO is at 1185 Monterey near Grand I
Expires March 31,1987 Not Valid With Other Promotions I
